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Weight Loss Oracle MASTER RESALE RIGHTS INCLUDED! Attention: Do you have an important

occasion quickly approaching? Do you need to lose weight fast so you'll look great? Weight Loss Oracle

will help you hit your target weight right on schedule... "New Software Guarantees...You Get Skinny! Just

In Time For Your Wedding, Reunion, Party, Or Any Special Occasion!" If you absolutely, positively have

to lose weight before an important event, I'm sure you'll be asking yourself these questions: * How long

will it take me to get to my ideal weight? * How much food can I eat and still reach my goal? * Does

exercising help and how much? * Do I have enough time and if not, how much CAN I lose? This amazing

new easy-to-use software reveals these answers and more in an instant. Can I Lose The Weight In Time?

Finally, you'll know the answer in minutes. And you'll know exactly what you have to do to get skinny just

in time for the big event. Imagine how you'll feel strutting in at your ideal weight. Every head will turn and

they'll all be whispering how good you still look. They'll wonder how you keep it off when they can't. The

women will be envious and the men, well you know what they'll be thinking. So how do I know if I can lose

the weight? Well, weight loss is both simple and complicated. On the one hand, it's as simple as calories

in and energy out. But, like most things, the devil is in the details. What about my evening walks or the

aerobics? How does my age affect weight loss? Does it matter if I have a lot or a little to lose? The math

gets worse as you go. First, you have to find your BMR which is your Basal Metabolic Rate. This is how

many calories you burn every day. It varies depending on a lot of things: age, height, weight and gender.

Here's what the formula actually looks like: BMR = Basal Metabolic Rate k = Constant based on gender

(655 for women) cH = Correction for Height cA = Correction for Age cW = Correction for Weight BMR = k

+ ( cW x weight ) + ( cH x height ) - ( cA x Age ) Next, you take your BMR and adjust it based on what you

eat, how active you are and what exercise you do. Here's the formula for that: C = kiloCalories eaten Ex =

Exercise calories burned GL = Pounds gained or lost per day GL = C - ( BMR + Ex) Do you feel like

you're back in 9th grade algebra? I know I do. That's Why I Had a Software Engineer Create Weight Loss

Oracle Because, I know I'm not the only one whose head hurts at the thought of doing that math. So I had

a software engineer create Weight Loss Oracle for me. I told him, All I want to do is click a few buttons
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and enter simple things like my age and weight. I don't want to do any MATH! The software exceeded all

my expectations! This program does all those complicated formulas for you. They are programmed in and

the answers are always correct! That's why we have computers after all, right? So we don't have to wrack

our brains. Now I know the answer to the eternal question, "Can I Lose the weight in time?" And guess

what? I don't even need a calendar! Introducing Weight Loss Oracle The simplest and only weight loss

prediction software available. With Weight Loss Oracle, you will be able to: * Calculate exactly how many

days it will take you to reach your target weight. (And you choose the starting date) * Know exactly how

many calories you can eat to arrive at the big event at the perfect weight. * Figure out exactly what day to

start your diet on to lose your weight on schedule * Determine exactly how many calories YOU personally

burn each day * See how your exercise routine helps your weight loss goal (and figure out the best

exercise for you) * We didn't forget your husband! We know guys could stand to lose a few pounds too. It

will give all the same results for men also. And Weight Loss Oracle protects your health and your sanity

by letting you know if your goal is simply unachievable in the time you choose. You can then adjust your

expectations and not starve yourself chasing an impossible goal. As you can see, Weight Loss Oracle is

the perfect companion to any diet plan! It doesn't matter if you're on the Atkins Diet, the South Beach

Diet, Weight Watchers or you're just watching your calories. Weight Loss Oracle will work with all of them

and give you realistic expectations about your own personal weight loss.
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